DNA Index in childhood acute lymphoblastic leukaemia: a karyotypic method to validate the flow cytometric measurement.
The DNA index (DI) is a prognostic factor in childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). The accuracy of DI measurement is important for treatment stratification: hyperdiploidy with DI > or = 1.16 is predictive of favorable prognosis whereas hypodiploidy is associated with poor prognosis. The aim of this study was to validate the accuracy of the DI measured by flow cytometry (FCM) by comparison with the karyotype. From samples of 112 childhood ALL, we created a formula to calculate a theoretical DNA index (tDI) based on the blast cell karyotype, taking into account the additional or missing chromosome material of the major clone. FCM DI correlated with tDI calculated from karyotype (R = 0.987) and with modal chromosome number (DI = 0.0202 x Modal NB + 0.0675 and R = 0.984). In three cases a hypodiploid blast cell population was detected by FCM, while only the duplicated clone was identified by the karyotype. The strong correlation between tDI and DI validates the accuracy of FCM quantification, which is technically fast on fresh or frozen samples. If the karyotype is essential to analyze chromosomal abnormalities, FCM provides complementary information in aneuploid ALLs, either by confirming the cytogenetic data or by detecting additional clones not identified when only using cytogenetic data.